The Merge1 Suite supports the largest capture coverage in the industry, enabling organizations to ingest data from 120+ applications and channels including financial messaging platforms, collaboration, file sharing, social media, mobile chat applications, and cloud-based content.

**Archive Agnostic:** Compatible with any archive, including Microsoft 365.

**Fully Customizable:** Can be customized to support any content, including proprietary content sources.

**Designed for Simplicity:** No training required. Small footprint. Runs on existing infrastructure. Quick setup.

**Add Merge1 to:**

- **Archive:** Retain all conversations taking place by your workforce, over any medium
- **Comply:** With message archiving regulations
- **Enhance:** eDiscovery and legal preparedness

**Archive the Business Conversations Taking Place Across all Your Platforms**

As more and more business communications take place over new digital mediums such as social media, and financial IM, capturing these communications has become essential for:

- Compliance with industry regulations, including financial services and pharmaceuticals
- Support of eDiscovery efforts for legal cases and investigations
- Retention of communications for corporate governance and other mandates

**Avoid Monthly Fees and Migration Burdens**

Merge1—the only archive messaging app endorsed by both Microsoft and Veritas—greatly simplifies the process of capturing and archiving messages for compliance and eDiscovery. By working with your existing email archive, Merge1 helps you avoid:

- Burdensome migration of your existing data to a third-party data store.
- The hassle of running two archives in parallel.

"Merge1 is truly a pioneer product in the compliance space. It’s an easy to set up solution for our many complex problems. The support team is top notch as well."

Bo He, Vice President, KKR
About Veritas

Veritas Technologies is a leader in multi-cloud data management. Over 80,000 customers—including 95 percent of the Fortune 100—rely on Veritas to help ensure the protection, recoverability, and compliance of their data. Veritas has a reputation for reliability at scale, which delivers the resilience its customers need against the disruptions threatened by cyberattacks, like ransomware. No other vendor is able to match the ability of Veritas to execute, with support for 800+ data sources, 100+ operating systems, 1,400+ storage targets, and 60+ clouds through a single, unified approach. Powered by Cloud Scale Technology, Veritas is delivering today on its strategy for Autonomous Data Management that reduces operational overhead while delivering greater value. Learn more at www.veritas.com. Follow us on Twitter at @veritastechllc.